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Introduction

Error Reports

The following error report will be addressed in this release:

ER 2395

Error report 2395 states that when the SQL statement was changed in R1931 from selecting all columns in the table to listing each specific column name individually, the elements were not fetched properly causing the legal coverage effective date to always be zero and some of the other effective and end dates to be incorrect. Additionally, three columns are selected from the GTN table, but only one column is referenced.

Overview of PPS Modifications

Programs

Modified Programs

PPP711

PPP711 produces the CPS Interface File from the employees' data on the EDB.

It will be changed to fetch columns from the DEP table into the applicable host variables:

:DEP-ROW-DATA.EMPLOYEE-ID,
:DEP-NUM,
:DEP-ADC-CODE,
:DEP-NAME,
:DEP-BIRTH-DATE,
:DEP-REL-TO-EMP,
:DEP-SSN,
:DEP-SEX-CODE,
:DEP-DISABLED-CODE,
:DEP-HLTH-COVEFFDT,
:DEP-DENTL-COVEFFDT,
:DEP-VIS-COVEFFDT,
:DEP-LEGAL-COVEFFDT,
:DEP-HLTH-COVENDDT,
:DEP-DENTL-COVENDDT,
:DEP-VIS-COVENDDT,
:DEP-LEGAL-COVENDDT

The GTN_ROW cursor will be changed to retrieve only GTN-NUMBER, not GTN_GROUP and GTN_SET_IND since they are not referenced by the program.